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Proviso Content

Residential Customer Equivalent
The Residential Customer Equivalent (RCE) provides the
distinction for two customer classes: single-family
residences and all other customers.
The contracts state “The total quarterly water
consumption report in cubic feet shall be divided by
2,250 to determine the number of Residential Customer
equivalents represented by each Participant’s customer
other than single family residences.”

The monthly equivalent of a quarterly 2,250 cubic feet
(cf) is 750 cf per month. [report pg. 7]

Online Reporting Form for Local Sewer Agencies

Background on the 750 cf RCE Factor
The 750 cf feet can be sourced to a June 1989 Rate Structure Advisory Committee report based on 1982 water survey data.
The recommendation was validated as an average single-family residence monthly water use in 1989 by Metro staff
according to a letter dated October 16, 1989 (Appendix B). [Proviso report pgs. 8-9]

Conservation – declining per capita use
The 2020 Annual Survey of Wholesale
Customers reports that “In percentage terms,
total Seattle system water consumption has
declined 27% since 1990 while population has
increased 37%. As a result, total consumption
per capita is 47% less than it was in 1990.”
SPU recently updated the official water supply
yield estimate (a water supply capacity
analysis) and long-range water demand
forecast for its 2019 Water System Plan. The
yield estimate shows declining per capita
demand from 1990 through data year 2015.
[report pgs. 9-10]

Average Household Use
Historically, single-family has been based
on a single unit fixed charge that assumes a
level of indoor water use based on winter
water use levels.
Winter average data for homes of varying
sized new development was surveyed and
analyzed as part of a new capacity charge
rate structure for single family approved by
Council in 2020.
The study found that the winter average
for all surveyed single-family was 581 cf
(5.81 ccf unit highlighted in table) per
month, over 20 percent lower than the
750 cf equivalency currently in use to
convert a volume-based customer to a
single-family equivalency. [report pgs. 1213]

A. Cost Shift to Single-Family Residential
The sewer rate is set on a per RCE
basis, so that as a class grows in
relative RCEs, it takes on more of
the cost recovery through sewer
rate charges.
The shift in cost burden to singlefamily residential from the volumebased class is a result of the
contracting RCE total in the
volume-based class, and growing
RCE total in the single-family
residential class.
The RCE distribution shift is
primarily related to the significant
impacts of conservation being
reflected in the billing basis for
the volume-based class, and fixed
nature of the single-family
residential RCE. [report pgs. 14-15]

single-family customer
count reported

volume-based
customer water use
reported and converted
to single- family
equivalents

B. Multifamily Rate Structure Considerations
While fixed charges accomplish a key rate-setting objective well, yielding necessary revenue in a stable and predictable manner,
they are not as effective at promoting fairness and equity. Using metered water use as a proxy for sewage flows allows the
capacity needs of the system to tie cost recovery to relative demands placed on the system. The existing volume-based structure
applied to the multifamily class is the most equitable industry approach.
[report pg. 17]
The Municipal Research and Services Center (MRSC) 2017 posting, Sewer Rate Structures for Utilities highlights this topic.
“Volumetric rates have historically been more commonly used for commercial and multifamily customers (when treated similarly
to commercial customers for ratemaking purposes). Volumetric rates are applied to usage over any amount built into the base
rates.
Single-family customers are less likely to be separately metered for fire flow or irrigation water and, as a result, their water
demand less accurately represents their sewer flows. For this reason, flat sewer rates have historically been most common for
these customers.
In recent years, an increasing number of utilities have been moving away from flat, single-family sewer rates and shifting to (or at
least considering) volume-based rates. This shift is prompted by a number of reported upsides, including improved equity in cost
recovery, reinforcement of conservation-oriented price signals embedded in water rates, and enhanced affordability for low users.”
Highlighting single-family rate structure alternatives informs the discussion of multifamily customer class equity since equity is
a relative measure. While the existing multifamily class rate structure includes a high degree of equity, if another class is not as
equitably measured, cost shifts can occur that are not based on equitable cost sharing. [report pg. 18]

C. Appropriate Balance of Costs
The appropriate balance of costs between the residential sector and the commercial/industrial sector in sewer rate revenues could be
assessed based on updating the RCE flow assumption to reflect current single-family water use data for the WTD service area.
In order to test potential impacts, a placeholder of 600 cubic feet is utilized to calculate key outcomes, including total system RCEs, the
sewer rate, and customer impacts.
The sewer rate is a function of two data points: 1) the total annual revenue requirement of the sewer system ($) divided by 2) the total
RCEs that will be billed. A revision downward to the conversion factor from 750 cf to 600 cf increases the denominator (total RCEs),
lowering the cost per RCE (the sewer rate). [report pg. 19]

Under this sample conversion factor correction, the sewer rate goes down by ten percent. Since single-family customers are one RCE
and pay one sewer rate, this sample would indicate that single-family customers are currently subsidizing the volume-based class at a
ten percent payment over their equitable share. While volume-based customers would also be charged a lower sewer rate, it would be
applied to a larger converted RCE measure.
Of note, not all LSAs pass-through the WTD sewer rate structure. Some LSAs, including SPU, treat the WTD billing as a line item in the
total utility costs, and set sewer rates for their customer classes based on the agency’s evaluation of equitable cost allocation to their
own customer classes. Any rebalancing among WTD classes would not have a direct impact to an SPU commercial customer. [report pgs.
19-20]

LSA Cost Shifts - Sample
Each LSA has a varying distribution of customer classes.
Any cost shift among customer classes will have varying
impacts to each agency’s billing.
Quarter 4 year-end RCE totals for each agency at 750 cf are
compared to the equivalent RCEs under a 600 cf factor and
combined with bill impacts reflecting the lower sewer rate
per RCE.
Potential shifts among agencies vary by share of singlefamily versus volume-based RCEs.
Volume-based customers are billed based on average RCEs
reported over the previous year, meaning any impacts
from a change to the factor would phase in over a year.
Additional policy-based phase-in strategies would likely be
considered as well. [report pg. 19-20]
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